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University Defense Education
MOSES: In the following discussion given to another, this
must be taught as the defensive law that must be taught in
the University.

What to do With Cadavers
In a chapter on what to do with cadavers of
unclaimed bodies, see that heaven desires that bodies are
cremated. The body can be put on ice for a few days and
then cremated. It requires a certain amount of time for the
soul to leave the body. Furthermore that the cremation is
whereby there is no further light substance left in the
cadaver for cremating it.
What the book assumes is that all unclaimed bodies
be used up in scientific research. Obviously people can say
whether they want their bodies for research on their driver’s
license.
What if the cadaver is one of the dark? It is
radioactive with evil energy, and medical students may not
want to work on such a cadaver of one of a great darkness.
The Satanic Bible, we would wrap in aluminum foil as the
words in it radiate nevertheless unopened the dark “vibes”.
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MOTHER MARY: It is “ice” or “no ice” depending on the
circumstances the body is found.
Nancy of Oregon: The second concern is that under
common law in England, the cadaver stolen out of graves
was made illegal if it had been dug out of graves by witches.
This body of law was never brought over from Europe.
What is to be done? The references is described of
Erich Fromm on necrophilia in Anatomy of Destructiveness
where people have sex with dead bodies. The binding to the
Light of the dead body is what is being done here. It is a
stripping of the Light as the Light leaves the body.
The words voodoo, necromancy, necrophilia, likes
and dislikes on the 1:00 and the words black magic,
criticism, condemnation and judgment on the 12:00 o'clock
line are in the etheric or fire quadrant of the Cosmic Clock.
ANDREA SELESTOW: After the etheric quadrant, the
remaining quadrants of the Cosmic Clock are mental,
emotional and physical and while these three quadrants can
readily be described to find facts in a legal case, this is not so
with the first quadrant which must be described in legal
dictionary.
The Cosmic Clock begins on the 12:00 moving
through to the 2:00 o'clock line in the etheric quadrant and
these are invisible qualities that require defining.
As they are not physical quadrants qualities yet they
are to be at least defined. All cycles begin in the fire quadrant.
The 2:00.o'clock line is the line of God Mastery and this is
doubt, fear, human questioning and records of death. And this
again this has to be understood for those studying in legal
terminology.
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ANDREA SELESTOW: The 2:00 o'clock line of doubt and
fear is seen in the “bad childhood” or the incest, the rape.
This is a person stuck in life who is to afraid and be in
defensive criminal behavior if not hiding. And to do justice
legally, you need to ascertain the childhood. We recently
went through a case of this nature and it was to be seen that
the entire adult life was based on childhood beatings.
The records of death are crimes that are very broad
by definition. They will be planned murders over decades,
planned suicides over decades.
NATHAN the Judge: They can be planned destructions to
see another and another 9/11 where the records of seeing
people die again and again whether in genocide or mass
murder or Jonestown is enacted time and time again as
raison d’etre.
Nancy of Oregon: You see, this is the 2:00 o'clock line of
God Mastery or Christ Peace. So you see its opposite as this
as antichrist peace.

Cosmic Clock Definitions
MOTHER MARY: The definitions on witchcraft and
necromancy must be defined as this is a readily available
quasi-religion power source that you see time and time
again re-enacted n how it is to extort money or other people.
Nancy of Oregon: The cadaver is such an example. The
witches and warlocks and black magicians look at the
human body whether dead or alive as material to stage a
robbing and stripping it of its light and power whether in
hexing, in making the person be acting on their command on
guilt and shame, or through the evil eye, or sending him of
prostitutes such that he cannot ever feel good about himself
thereafter for having succumbed at a low point in his life.
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These are real conditions. The Eagles are not free of it
from having moved from Europe to the United States, such
as the threat of Negroid hangings that continue to put the
Negroids in a slavish condition.
NATHAN the Judge: Where there are the legal cases they
begin with asking for the drug record. You will see that the
morality structures where it has been broken, you cannot
have a legal case where there cannot be reasonable moral
discussion to be dialoguing. Even the witches and black
magicians will at every other instance say, “I have freedom
of religion.” However you see it is that quasi-religion of
power mongering that takes place that unidentified is not
remediating the case.
Nancy of Oregon: Even the Negroids having to give up the
front row seats on the bus to the white man is a bad habit.
The idea that you can simply put in a pornographic house
into a neighborhood and people do not have the words to
describe what it is they see, such as to have billboards in
Time Square of mostly naked women, that although is father
away— but it is repulsive, for its indecency.
FATHER MALACHI: What is being asked of you is to see that
there are demons. Thus you have heard of the converging of
the demons to cause a man to masturbate upon his
awakening in the morning. He does not know why his hand
is on his penis and these are the very necromancy and
demonic forces that are floating about that are unseen. And
when you have the witches covens to direct this, when you
have stated purposes of those in the powers-that-be to direct
the necromancy upon others to control them either as you
see in the forcing of prostitutes on the CIA or in the psychic
projections, this must be accounted for that was under
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European law and simply not transferred over as common
law to the United States.
JARVIS RAYMOND: You see that horror is another way to
send down the chill in your spine that you yourself are
given over to fear of threat of violence toward yourself
which is seen in the work of organized crime.
Though you might be limited by the written penal
code, you must see that when you are able to define these
words of crime.
You will then give over to the legal practitioners and
the students at the University, a much better protection, for
their understanding, of why it is that that people have sex
with dead bodies, why it is that they spend such an
inordinate amount of time doing chants and voodoo work of
putting pins into the voodoo dolls that cause the
excruciating pain in another that they desire to control.
Right now, the legal system considers this un-researched
and yet it is not all around you and not carried over from
Europe.
Where the legal system would learn of this body of
understandings, that this to be a part of the normal course of
legal activity, it is possible to remove this heinous power
“grabbing” of the witches.
NATHAN the Judge: So you see, that I as the American
judge in the Nuremberg trial did let Hitler go to Argentina,
and there he
continued his
rampage of killings
through ones such
as Adolf Eichmann.
And you see, that
justice is never
served by your
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turning the blind eye and deaf ear to such sufferings as
Christ on the cross of humanity or cross of the Threefold
Flame Dynasty.
NOSTREDAME: What we would have you to understand is
the nature of fascism in both government and corportacracy.
And for the students at the University to recognize it when
you are out of school and working about in the legal or
police or deputy work that is in the institutions of the United
States.
You yourself can see that where there is this fascism,
that they do not stop to have fascist control over the United
States. They use covert power, that is perhaps found in
witchcraft or black magic or cannibalism or Aztec or China
or American Indian or Islamic coyote killings, however it is
covert and not open to seeing readily unless you yourself are
able to recognize it from the study of past history cases
involving this as “records of death.”
MOSES: Once you have this vocabulary, you are able to see
that they do use tried and noted paths to seek power grabs.
And that you arrest these spirals of darkness to not go
further.
MOTHER MARY: Had Judge Nathan known this, he would
have stopped Hitler.
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